
THE INCREDIBLE JOURNEY READING RESPONSE

When my friend Shaidy gave me this book two weeks ago and I saw its cover, I immediately thought of the 90s movie
Homeward Bound by Walt Disney.

When Tao is separated from them, the dogs fare more poorly without Tao than Tao does without them. These
are not the usual talking animals in fetching outfits -- nothing in this book seem impossible for real-life cats
and dogs. Oakes, who is taking care of Longridges' home, does not find the animals and thinks that John must
have taken them with him. He is also the most determined to push forward and reach home and the Hunters. It
seems to have a permanent place on their coffee table along with a bunch of Kenneth Oppel books that the
family is reading at the moment. Now we'll have to see if she'll loan it out to my niece. Regardless, both she
and I are very happy that she has a copy back in her possession again. Do you think the story is realistic? The
dog was born to fight and endure as he does in the book. The animals follow their instincts and head west,
towards home, miles away through the Canadian wilderness. There's plenty of action here, but like the
animal's personalities, it's not over-the-top. My mom hit one of her yearly book sales and found a paperback
copy for herself before I could send her the one I found. The cat is an independent and natural hunter, catching
small birds for the group. The Mackenzies: James and Nell Mackenzie are elderly farmers who live alone, now
that their eight children have grown, and they are instrumental in helping the dogs to survive. Oakes is the
owner of the three animals while John is gone on his trip. Of the Hunter's three pets, he is the most recent
addition. Epilogue: I had gone to visit a buddy and his family there other week and I took this book for his
youngest to read as he was the only one that I had yet to find a good book for. And they act like real animals.
Families can talk about loyalty. If you have pets, how do you feel toward them? Bodger charms his way into
their home and their pantry, and Luath appears soon afterwards, his instincts leading him to fetch for James
while he is duck hunting. An element of humor in the book is that Tao, like Bodger, despises other cats, and
the two once shared many adventures terrorizing the other felines in their neighborhood; when they encounter
other domesticated cats in their travels, Tao often fights them, successfully. The Lynx: The Lynx tried to
attack and eat Tao, but a hunter killed him, whitout realizing Tao was in a rabbits den the Lynx was digging
into. Kids love survival novels because they identify with the characters and feel powerful and independent
right along with the protagonists; the treat here is that the characters are animals. She had mentioned finding
her copy of "Three Against the Wilderness", which I hadn't heard of before so I thought she had meant this
one while substituting a different title. Oakes: Mrs. I took it back into the store and told him I wanted to buy
this as well. He politely waved me off and said I could take it home with me for no cost. Kids can easily
imagine that they're crossing vast swaths of unpopulated land, and long stretches of quiet, forlorn beauty are
punctuated by occasional terror, mishap, or joy. Tao has a royal white body with dark black features such as
his face, feet, and tail. His fur is white with a slight pinkish tint. Second: I'd been digging around in a
secondhand bookstore, Red River Books, one weekend, and in the course of such treasure hunting had done a
rather nice job of reorganizing the scattered stock. James removes porcupine quills from Luath's muzzle,
allowing the dog to recover and continue his journey. Poor Judy has yet to crack open "Crow Lake" First: my
mom and I had been talking about books during a phone conversation.


